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Preschool Workshops
High Touch High Tech can help your preschool
stand out from the competition. We continue to
nurture budding young minds with our amazing
programs magnificently designed for preschool age
children. Our programs are totally hands-on and
totally participatory for each child.
High Touch High Tech scientists will be at your
preschool for 45 minutes. Scientists will engage
the children with non-stop, hands-on, FUN
learning.
Children will discover the many wonders of science
as they create take-home experiments and receive
a science certificate for their participation.
Our scientists provide all supplies and will look
after the setup and clean up!
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Nurturing young minds and fuelling budding imaginations!

Can You Sense It?©

Fossil Fun©

Rainbow Relays©

Learn about our sense of touch, hearing and taste.
Find out why food doesn’t taste so yummy when
you have a cold.

Step back in time to the age of dinosaurs. Become a
palaeontologist as we explore real fossils and make our
very own fossil to keep!

Turning one color into many colors! Learn about
colors. Find out what color really is. Have FUN as
we put colors together and we separate ‘em!

Germs Make Me Sick©
Copycat©
Reveal nature's sneakiest copycats! Discover how
animals and insects mimic other species for
protection. Have FUN as we learn about the tricks
of the animal world.

Learn about those nasty little germs that make us sick.
Find out how easily germs can be passed around and
how you can keep germs off you!

Let the Sun Shine In©

Energee & Me©

Learn all about the sun. Discover the light from the sun
that we cannot see and how to protect ourselves from it.

Discover the properties of electricity. Have fun as
we make things work with electricity.

Magnet Makers©
Discover all the cool properties of magnetism. Learn all
the “attractive” facts!

"The hands-on lessons were both
engaging and instructive. The children
were given concrete experiences to
make the subject "come alive"."
Patti Ross,
Montessori Country Day School
Houston, TX

New to the OKANAGAN!
Book 10 programs and get a discount of
$10 per program!

Shoot for the Stars©
Discover the incredible night sky. Explore the stars
and even make your very own constellation.
Discover shooting stars and even build your own
stargazer to keep.

Where in the World is Your Home?©
Dive into the ocean to examine what lives under the
sea. Help birds by making a donation to a bird’s
nest.

"High Touch High Tech creates a
participatory environment geared for
each child's appropriate age level. The
program allows for a scientific
exploration of the world around us."
Helen Beckerman, Director
Temple Beth Am
Margate, FL

Over 50 Preschool programs available - Find the full list online at ScienceMadeFunOK.net!

